SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

RISING STARS IN CONCERT
$25,000

VOICE INSTRUCTION
$12,500

ENSEMBLE FRIENDS
$10,000

ACTING/MOVEMENT
$10,000

GUEST MASTER ARTIST
$5,000

LAUNCHPAD
$2,500

GENERAL SUPPORT

Celebrate the culmination of the Ryan Opera Center Ensemble's seasonal residency as they perform a showcase of opera scenes and arias onstage in the Ardis Krainik Theatre with members of the Lyric Opera Orchestra.

Centered on the comprehensive, year-long instruction from Director of Vocal Studies Julia Faulkner, the Voice Instruction program is supplemented by work with Guest Master Artists including Ryan Opera Center Advisor Renée Fleming. This essential work on the development of vocal skills and technique is one of the core elements of the singers' training.

Provide funds to support the highest caliber of professional training and promotional assistance for the Ensemble at this critical stage of their career development. Enjoy special event invitations and exclusive opportunities to mingle with the Ensemble and their supporters.

As the demand for singing-actors rises, the Ryan Opera Center seeks sponsorship for acting and movement classes to ensure our Ensemble members are at the top of the competitive market.

Week-long intensive coaching is given by an expert in the field. Past resident artists include Stephanie Blythe, Sondra Radvanovsky, Matthew Epstein, and breath specialist Deborah Birnbaum.

A fund supporting critical elements required to best promote the artists and launch their careers. Support includes underwriting of new headshots, performance attire, individual website enhancements, travel assistance for auditions and competitions, and audio recordings.

We welcome gifts of any amount which are essential to maintaining the Ryan Opera Center's standing as one of the finest artist-development programs in the world. When making your annual gift to Lyric, please consider designating it to the Ryan Opera Center.